
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                           

 

Last Cloudia x FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD  

Collaboration Event Announced! 

 

[TOKYO, JAPAN - Mar 9, 2022] AIDIS Inc. announced that from Mar 16, its popular mobile RPG Last 

Cloudia will host a limited-time collaboration event with the anime FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST 

BROTHERHOOD.  

 

In addition to new units and arks of characters from the series, this collaboration event will also feature a 

redux of the previous collaboration event with FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD held last July. 

This will give players both new and old a second chance to get units, arks, and items exclusive to the 

previous event. 

 

On Mar 13, AIDIS will host an official livestream to celebrate this collaboration event. During the stream, 

information will be announced about the new FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD units and 

arks, event gameplay, and in-game and social media promotions. Fans of both properties will want to 

drop in for more details about this exciting collaboration. 



 

Official Livestream “Last Cloudia TV” Collab Special 

 

Join the livestream to find out all sorts of details about this collaboration event with FULLMETAL 

ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD, including info on amazing promotions. 

 

Livestream date and time:  

Mar 13, 2023, 8 pm (PT) 

 

Livestream URL:  

https://youtube.com/live/YV-P_wOWBDQ 

 

Hosts:  

Kit (PR Guy/ Localization Lead), Lemi Duncan (Sevia English Voice Actress) 

 

About FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD 

https://youtube.com/live/YV-P_wOWBDQ


 

Alchemy is the science of understanding, decomposing, and reconstructing matter by the rules of 

"equivalent exchange." Alchemists have a taboo, and it is "human transmutation." Two young brothers, 

overcome with unbearable longing for their deceased mother, lose everything when they challenge this 

taboo. 

 

The older brother, Edward Elric, wears an automail and goes by the alias "Fullmetal Alchemist." The 

younger brother, Alphonse Elric, has his soul bound to a giant suit of armor. 

 

The two brothers, in order to regain what they have lost, embark on a journey seeking the "Philosopher's 

Stone." As the siblings get closer to the truth behind the "Philosopher's Stone," they plunge deeper into 

the helix of a giant conspiracy.  

 

The existence of those that are not human plotting in secrecy. The military nation of Amestris gradually 

starts to show its true nature. Endless grudges and desires for revenge of the oppressed citizens. The 

many tragedies brought forth by Alchemy. The tragedies dotting the world form a line in due time, 



gradually roping in people, the civilians, and even nations.  

 

The brothers, caught between despair and hope, must keep moving forward—. 

 

FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD official website: 

https://fullmetalalchemistusa.com 

  

©Hiromu Arakawa/FA Project. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

 

About Last Cloudia 

 

Last Cloudia is an action JRPG whose quirky characters and cinematic effects weave a sprawling tale of 

the bond between man and beast. Its fast-paced battles feature pixel art characters sweeping though 3D 

playspaces. 

 

Click here to download the app for free: 

iOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1473588527 

Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aidis.lastcloudiaen 

 

------------------------------------------- 

* Android, Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC. 

* iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. 

* App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

* iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under 

license. 

 

© 2018-2023 AIDIS Inc. 
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### 

For further information contact: 

Name: Kit Garchow 

Email: christophergarchow@aidis.co.jp 
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